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- Planning
  - Collision avoidance
  - Time-optimal control
- Scene as lightweight mesh
- Semantic and RGB as high-res texture
- Iterative self-improvement through Label Propagation
- Probabilistic fusion
- High resolution texture
- 66 semantic classes
AUTONOMOUS MAV
MAVS FOR FIREFIGHTING

- Fast reconnaissance
- Detect people or latent fires
- Multi drone communication
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• Thin plate spline for interpolation of correction factors
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Real-time filtering
PLANNING UNDER CONSTRAINTS

- Sensors have blindspots
- Planning needs to take them into consideration for safety
- Modified A* and CHOMP trajectory optimization
Planned path with visibility constraints
- Fast trajectory generation
- Less than 6ms per trajectory
- Avoid collision with dynamic objects
A collision is detected on the original trajectory, ...
Thank you for your attention!